Uzbekistan: Dynamics of Prices Changes for 2008 and 1H 2009

Description: This analytical report providing extensive coverage of changes in consumer and industrial prices and prices for services in Uzbekistan. Report includes also data on the basic indicators, such as inflation, US Dollar exchange rate, CBU refinance rate.

The questions this report answers

This report allows tracking price changes in Uzbekistan using the wide range of indicators, such as inflation rate, US Dollar exchange rate, Consumer Price Index, Producer Price Index. CPI and PPI data are also provided in the framework of data on prices changes for selected categories items.

Conclusions

Thus, having purchased the report you will find out the fluctuation of prices in Uzbekistan in 2008 – 1H 2009 and compare the information on the following categories of common consumer expenditures:

- Consumer food products
- Consumer non-food products
- Services
- Tariffs on travel and transportation
- Retail prices for gasoline and diesel
- Financial indicators
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